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R e f e r e  nc e s 
Human Performance in Adverse Environments 
Background of the Research Program 
Ai the present time there is great interest  in the performance of 
our astronauts in space missions. 
t o  ensure that nothing in his environment will influence adversely his expected 
achievements. 
capsules which a r e  a s  close as possible to  the optimum. 
evidence that the existing working environment i s  quite marginal f rom this 
point of view. It is important, therefore, to study human thinking and seeing 
in aritificial atmospheres in an attempt to discover the factors that a r e  likely 
Every possible attempt i s  being made 
Great care  i s  needed to provide atmospheres within the 
There i s  some 
to l imit  the abilities of even the best of men despite careful training. 
impairments of cerebral  speed and accuracy m a y  not always be obvious. 
Subtle 
0 
Much experimental effort wil l  be required to devise sensitive and reliable 
measures  of seeing and thinking despite such difficulties. 
procedures being devised in this research program at the Harvard School 
of Public Health may be of assistance in appraising the efficiency of as t ro-  
naut performance in space flights. 
with representatives f rom NASA Headquarters in Washington and a l so  NASA 
scientists f rom the new Electronic Research Center in Boston in regard to 
possible in-flight recording of changes in alertness and proficiency. 
Some of the 
We a r e  working in close collaboration 
2 .  
1.  Statement 0: Problems urider hrest ieat ior ;  
V ~ i s  research program is attemptir;g t o  develop techniques that 
will appraise the capabilities of astronauts in  situations resem-bling 
space flight. A search is being made f o r  wa)-s of measuring slight 
impairments in human performance due to atmospheric conditions. 
Recent discoveries in information processing within electronic systems 
a r e  well known. 
situations has been partlj- responsible for improvements in the human 
sciences.  Great progress  has recently Seen achleved in general in the 
measurement of basic human fmctions a s  they relate t o  the handling of 
information. 
have become feasible in studies of seeing, thinking, and the making of 
visual judgments . 
This 3et ter  understanding of data handling i n  electronic 
Durizg the las t  few years  more precise measurements 
The present researches have devised a se r i e s  oi t es t s  in  the 
a r e a s  of peripheral 2nd proloriged seei-T;g, a s  well a s  in forms of thinking 
involving the detection of trends in evidence presented as  eirher verba? 
o r  spatial patterns.  
cer ta in  degree of aler tness  and a high lex-el of accuracy. 
procedures have been developed which can eventually be used i n  actual 
space flights, as  well as in other research  institutes i n  the NASA program. 
In such sitaations the subjects must maintain a 
Simplified 
Seine of the environmental variables can be introdxced during the 
development of these sensitive procedures for appraising human perform- 
ance.  Even moderate changes in altitude or  atmospheric temperatures 
within the space capsules can then be effectively measured in t e r m s  of 
3 .  
the ir?liuence of sirig2e or combined sxresses.  
reaail>- able t g  bridge the g a p  betiveen scier:Ii i ic evidence and niission 
effectiveness. The aler tness  a ~ d  other changes a r e  often expressed in  
t e rms  of faililre to  respond or  the wrong responses a r e  given in human 
situations which clear iy  resemble the work involved during ciri tcal  s ta tes  
of possible space flight missions. 
2 .  
Few studies a r e  quite S O  
Accomplishments during the First Year 
F i rs t  of a l l  an appraisal  was made of the published l i terature  in the 
fields of peripheral viewing, vigilance, the perception of fo rm and texture, 
information handling and short -time memory. 
index was prepared of the live items in this mater ia l  with the help of 
Mr. John Loring of the Guggenheim Center for  Aerospace Health and Safety. 
Some of ?he more  promising tes t  procedures could then be selected for  the 
preblems outlized aSoT;e ire= t l i s  background of I.rr,o~ledge. 
the selection and staqdardization of these procedures, it ~ 7 a s  also necessary 
A bibliography and card 
Along with 
to obtain and modify suitable equipment for these measurements.  One of 
the more exacting requirements in this research has been the devising of 
suitable visual situations acd displays. Much has been done by recording 
the line of sight, by photographing position of the eye relative to  the scene 
in  front of the experimental subject. Two different procedures have been 
followed, 
t u r n  their  heads. 
cables to  register the coordinates of the eye position as well a s  to record 
a picture of ?he scene in front oi the experimental subject. 
The f i r s t  used a fixed head and second permitted the subjects t o  
The la t ter  procedure depended on the use of fiber optics 
The most 
more  basic environixental variables. The details o n  the achievements t o  
4. 
di f i icd t  technical problem has been the devising of procedures to anzlyze 
these eye movement records entirely automatically. 
given here  by other groups in Harvard such a s  the Harvard Center fo r  
Cognitive Studies and the Computation Laboratory of Harvard University. 
Highly elaborate computer programs have been devised and have now 
been written in the form of the required machine language. 
efforts in this directior, a r e  clearly justified in  view of the enormous 
saving in the labor imFolved in the routine analysis of data. 
ments a l so  bring new experimental techniques into the realm of feasible 
procedures. 
produced for use in studies of peripheral attention and decision making. 
Visual st imuli  here  are automatically presented by a punched tape program. 
-Much help i s  being 
The extensive 
Such arrange-  
W i t h  similar ideas in  mind, an equipment has a l so  been 
Experimental work has been conducted with the above equipment; 
the research  has a l s o  included studies i n  the altitude chamber a s  one of the 
date have been outlined in Section N. 
3 .  Experimental Program for Second Year 
Similarly the outline i n  Section V gives the program for  the second 
year .  Briefly, the emphasis is mostly on prolonged and peripheral seeing. 
The maintenance of a ler tness  in vigilance-type situations describe environ- 
mental difficulties as becoming of g rea te r  importance with the increasing 
length of space flights. This essentially requires methods for the 
continuous recording of moment by moment changes in the eye 
5. 
n o v e m e ~ t s  and p t rcep tud  processes .  The ?as sible effects *3f ex-en r e l a t i ~ e l > -  
s:xa 1 7  en-,' virorilllentai changes may prove io  be of grehter ;m?ortance than 
was origii:ail-y anticipated especlall-y \\-hen several  poter,tia! scmrce s of 
impairment of human a3ilit)- occur a t  the same time. 
Lil plamning this r e sea rch  program with several  technical specialists 
of NASA it was assumed that the most prodcctive resul ts  would be forth- 
coinicg during the second and third years of a three-year program. 
4. ExDected a t c o m e  
The main emphasis in the research  p r o g r a n  has been on the discovery 
of basic  procedures to measure human performance a i d e r  1ab:r;ratory condi- 
tictns. But there  might a lso be clear.  practical  implications f3r space night 
i tself .  Fo r  example, it is reasonable to  expect that simple forms of these 
procedures  maj- help to  monitor the humafi performance of astronauts during 
prolonged flights. 
beeri chosen that a r e  related t o  the kind of work  undertaken during vital 
aspects  of space flight. 
in which ground-control staff could detect that astronauts in actual flight 
w - e r e  not a t  their normal level  of ability-. 
highlight the need to  know whether astronauts a r e  at the top of their  form 
when they a r e  trying to  solve difficult problems in navigation. 
atmospheres in the space capsules must  be such that the?- leave the a s t ro -  
nacts with a clear head and an aler t  e)-e for the unexpected. 
This is  all the more likely a s  experimental tasks  have 
A constant watch i s  being kept for possible wa)-s 
Space flights lasting severa l  days 
The 
6 .  
I. htrrodcction 
This research  prggram involves t h e  sttidy of a number of humac 
performance tes ts  that are sensitive and reliable in measuring the 
effects of adverse environmental situations. 
mental tasks have been developed and these a r e  now being stndied under 
Altogether nine such experi- 
conditions related t o  a reduction in the amount of oxygen reaching the 
central nervous system. 
Two basic  principles or  general ldeas a r e  being ana!>-zed in  this 
research  program. The firs; is t o  discover tes ts  uThich n e a s u r e  minimal 
changes in human performance rather than those that a s s e s s  the effects 
of very  severe  environmental conditions. The target  here  i s  t a  discover 
the beginnings of impairment since such changes in ability can be quite 
insidious; the ast ronaut  may be quite unam'are that any such change is 
taking place. The second point is that i t  appears  to be especially 
important to  t r y  a wide range of different psychological tasks on a few 
environmental conditiozs. 
to the alternative of trying a few performance tasks  on many different 
This approach has been adopted in preference 
environmental situations. The reason f o r  this approach is that these 
inqzir ies  can then produce standard human performance situations which 
can be t r ied in  a wider range of other environments in subsequent studies. 
The objective is, therefore. t o  discover methods of measurement 
and tes t  procedures which a r e  very reliable ones and which can be studied 
under a wide variety of environmental conditions. One of the pr imary  
objectives is t o  develop tes t s  w b c h  can 3e used in actual space flight 
exper:ments. T o  obtain satisfactory resul ts ,  t e s t s  should possess 
certain features ,  including: (a] ;i high degree of sensitivity, so  that 
small changes can 3e  readily measured; (b) precision of +&e physical 
measurements involved in the test; (c) indepeadence of the resul ts  f rom 
the degree of conscious o r  unconscious effort which may be exerted; and 
(d) stability of the function during control experiments when the physio- 
logical s t resses  a r e  not applied. 
II. Summary of Present Research Program 
This work has been aimed at devising and obtainir,g new research 
procedures under NASA Grant NSG-718/22-07-020 to  measure impair- 
ment of human performance due to unusual atmospheres. 
methods each estimate ability i n  a different way. 
These various 
The sensitivity of 
these neiv visual or  cognitive tasks is now being evaluated. Recordings 
of the changes in human performance a r e  being taken. in turn,  f o r  each 
task under moderate oxygen lack, equivalent to  8000 feet. 
Six tasks have been devised for the two main research  a reas  
initially outlined for study a t  the start of the research program. 
These broad a r e a s  for  investigation are: 1. Peripheral Seeing, 
2. Prolonged Seeing. 
-Most of the invesrigatlons have s o  far beer, directed a t  ths r ~ p i c s  
Experimental work has been of peripherz,! seeing a z d  prolonged seeing. 
undertaken in  both of these areas. 
also been undertaken in  a low pressure  chamber which reduced the oxygen 
content of the atmosphere to  a level equivalent of 80CS feet .  Adhtional 
studies have been run w i t h  low oxygen content in atmospheres breathed 
The studies of peripheral seeing have 
through a diving mask a t  normal atmospheric pressures .  
NASA has granted furrher support for this program and to extend 
the work for a second year on the two topics of 1) peripheral seeing and 
2 )  prolonged seeing. 
111. Practical  ImDlica tions 
As the work has proceeded it has also become increasing1)- c lear  
that some of the main practical  applications of the work on seeing l ie in 
the recognition of visual patterns on the moon surface in connection with 
the detection of suitable landing areas .  Much more needs to  be ki1;ix-n 
about the nature of vislual scanning especially under the circumstances 
where the main outlines of a pattern must be detected despite a large 
number of confusing visual details. 
i r re levant .  but they a r e  also quite unavoidable due t o  the very visible 
microstructure  of the textures on the moon surface. 
The distractions may well be entirely 
These performance aspects of thinking and seeing must be kept at 
a high level of efficiency - and even s l igh t  imisairment avoided a s  ia r  as 
pcssible by ensurillg a satisfactory atmospheric morking environment. 
IV. Research during the First- Year 
The experimental studies to date have been considered belox- -&?der 
the heading of the research  proposal upon which NASA Grant 
N S G - 7 1 8 f 2 2 - 0 7 - 0 2 0  was  awarded: 
1. PeriDheral Seeing 
a .  
b. 
c .  
Peripheral seeing and the scanning of visual details 
Peripheral seeing and pattern matching 
Peripheral seeing of flashing lights 
2 .  Prolonged Seeing 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Prolonged seeing of flashing lights 
Prolonged seeing and eye track coverage 
Prolonged seeing and detection of texture changes. 
1. PeriDheral Seeing 
a. Peripheral seeing and the scanning of visual details 
Displays and procedures have been prepared to  record,  by means 
of an  eye camera,  ;he tracks made by the line of sight dzring the search 
of a detailed display f o r  some small target objects. The active input a rea  
around the line of sight i s  known to  be surprisingly small  when sl;bjects 
a r e  scanning the visual world f o r  fine details. This a r e a ,  termed the 
useful field of view: is found t o  be even smaller  when more confusing 
details  per unit a r e a  have to be bsregarded  in the display. Under these 
circumstances,  The visual steps between the visual fixation points become 
shor t e r .  This change i s  believed to represent a human adjustment to 
prevent overloading of the visual mechanism. It is expected that lack of 
oxygen could a l so  shorten the visual steps made dur ing  scanning in much 
10. 
the same wzy. Oilce more.  v isua l  overload c o d d  5e avoided b:; precess-  
ing the visual material  in smaller packages. 
seem t o  be made at a reduced rare. 
would suggest that this averloadirg would be intermittent jecause the gaps 
in attention that Bills found under these circumstances took this general 
form.  
visual steps would as io  become miore i r regular  a s  w e l l  a s  sho r t e r .  
- /-Ledwith and Denison, 1 9 6 9  - 
since el-e fisat:ons Eeldam 
The work of Biils on lack  of cxvgen 
Therefore. it would seem likely that the size of these successive 
Thirty-two subjects have been tes ted in the stzndardizatiu:i runs.  
A fur ther  ten subjects have been  examined so  f a r  in the altitude chamber 
a t  a simulated altitcde of 8003  feet. 
subjects while they scanned along a tes t  s t r i p  of visual material  looking for 
a very small  square amongst a whole s e r i e s  of equivalent sized small  black 
c i rc les  seen on a m-hite ground. 
t c  person makes it necessary t o  t e s t  more subjects before definite canclu- 
S ~ G ~ S  can be drawn aboat the atmospheric effects.  
Eye t racks were taken from these 
The variation in the eye tracks f rom perso= 
Magnetic tape recordings suitable for  computer analysis have been 
A general purpose program for  the PDP-4 digital taken f rom eye t racks .  
computer has been prepared in flow diagram form. 
gram for  eye t rack analysis is  now being written in specific computer 
language. 
anai>Fzing visual step slze and direction and measuring any changes in visual 
t r ack  ar is ing f r o m  lack of ox>-gen. 
This data bank pro-  
This program should prove of the greatest  possible value in  
For example. it may well he that the 
r3ncentrations of \-<sua1 fixations S O  ofter- found normall)- xi certain key 
a rzas  of a display {such as the larger c ra te rs  in the moon s.urface) :ma>- 
becoiiie flattened out by lack of oxygen. 
children. and could a r i s e  whenever selective vls-cal attention is s!ightl;- 
im-paired. Computer analysis could a l so  discover whether repeat runs 
on the same picture Ender anoxic cond.itions gave the same similari ty and 
consistency usually found with normal adults in a normal environment. 
Statisticzl procedures ha1.e been devised to azal>-ze :his t es t - re tes t  
consistency. 
runs reenter the same a reas  do in fact also entail  good peripheral vision 
o n  where r_ot to look, i. e . ,  the subjects eliminate same blank a reas  
This effect is known to  occiir iri 
Such concentrations of fixations \Thereby t racks on sEcces sive 
with out vi sua1 exploration. 
Recent work has emphasized that visual concentration (as meamred  
by noting any small  a reas  of the scene receiving m~j- fixations) must be 
assessed  from averages taken f rom individual eye t rack patterns;  super- 
imposed individual t racks forming group pztterns greatlj- reduce the 
chances of detecting even quite marked visual concentrations. 
b. Peripheral seeing and pattern matching. 
A new tes t  of pattern recognition is now in use in normal atmospheres 
to  measure  the width of the field of view. 
for  one-tenth of a second. 
l e t t e r  i s  repeated in the row-. 
A row- of le t ters  i s  flashed on 
The subject has to say whether o r  not the central  
When it i s  repeated, the two other identical 
i e t t e r s  a r e  placed symmetricall>- a t  varying distances f rom the central 
l e t t e r .  The identification o i  similari ty between the three le t ters  is easy 
i I 
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c p  t o  rbe  maximum width tested s o  f a r ,  at l eas t  over ten degrees. However, 
when there  a r e  seventeen le t ters  in  the r o w :  the match can only be -de 
when the three le t te rs  a r e  contiguous. In other words, with the extra 
visual input, the useful field of view has contracted f r o m  at least  ten 
degrees down to two degrees, from five inches on the display t o  two inches. 
Figure 1. The next step is to separate the effects of the visual spacing of 
the le t te rs  and the number of unwanted le t ters  between the outlying and 
central  wzinted le t ters .  
between the outlying and central  wanted le t ters .  it shodd  be possible to 
By adjusting the number of unwanted le t ters  
obtain finely-graded levels of difficulty in the task, so that small  changes 
due t o  oxygen lack can be detected. 
A paper entitled Visua l  Noise causes Tunnel Vision has  been 
published by Psychonomic Science, 1965, - 3:  67-68, and a draft paper on 
Estimating the Useful Field of View is being extended and rewritten. 
c .  Peripheral seeing of flashing lights. 
Recent work has led to a simple but an  important device which has  
become available to  the NASA project. This vigilance pulse generator 
s een  in Figure Z*repeatedly flashes two lights at intervals of a second. 
About s i x  t imes a minute the light placed in the peripheral field of view 
becomes d i m e r  than the other central  light. 
eral light has to  be reported by the subject. The McFarland, e t  a l . ,  tests 
This change in the periph- 
of foveal sensitivity to light have so  far been the most reliable measures  
of decrement due to lack of oxygen. It is ,  therefore,  logical to discover a- 
*See Fig 2 - top. 
xv-hether simultaneous foveal plus peripheral viex-ing is  even m o r e  sensitive 
tc 3q-gen l ack .  
clearly of importance in many aspects of space navigation, incl3Ld'lng 
The peripheral detection o i  flasbing marker  lights is 
cons ole monitoring, rendezvous aod landing. 
2 .  Prolonged Seeing 
a. Prolonged seeing of flashing lights. 
The flashing light equipment was originally de signed to investigate 
the :vigilance' decrement in  detection that occurs over prclonged periods. 
By increasing the flash rate  to three a second, the decrement over time 
can be increased. Thus it i s  possible to  investigate the immediate effect 
of oxygen lack on the ability to  detect small changes in the flash,  2nd a l so  
t o  determine whether oxygen lack increases the customary decrement due 
t o  prolonged watching. This method of examining the vigilance decrement 
glves considerable sensitivity, since 180 readings can be obtained in a 
half-hour tes t  of each individual. -4s many as six subjects have been tested 
simultaneously f rom the one display when subjects were wearing face 
masks in some oxygen lack studies by the Institute of Aviation Medicine 
in Canada. 
b. Prolonged seeing and eye t rack coverage. 
It is  necessary to  measure whether the extent of the eye t rack 
pattern becomes smaller than the  required coverage in the visual world 
during prolonged visual work over a period of half a n  hour. 
light situation described above could readily detect whether the r e  was any 
The flashing 
14. 
a 
reduced coverage Sy the visual pattern. 
dimmed at ii r a t e  of s ix  times per minute; these v i s ~ ~ z l  incidents w 3 d d  
have to be detected bJ- scarning back and forth betsveen two such lights 
placed 20  degrees apar t  and separated horizontally. 
by the X - Y  plat ter  in the &rvard Center for  Cognitive Studies would be 
quite feasible if  the movie record from the head-mounted camera showed 
changes in eye-spot positions due ocly to eye movement. 
be achieved b?- projecting the two stimulus lights fror? a head-msxnted 
device attached t o  the head camera.  By these means the tivo lights on the 
screen in front of the subject would 2lm7ays be 10 degrees on either side of 
a line drawn along the sagittal plane of his skull. 
reader  can be given these filmed records f rom which head movements 
have been removed. Indeed the center of the film frame and the automatic 
recording matrix will always be centered wherever the head is pointing at 
the t ime. 
either side of tois c ross  wire in the middle of this  matrix. The PDP-4 
computer can readily be provided with a program t o  calculate the extent 
t o  which the eye track fell short  or overshoots this point. 
of aim will be measured over five-minute intervals to discover any pro- 
gress ive  trends within the half hour. 
anzlysis becomes clear  when one calculates that one subject produces 
about 5400 readings from every half-hour tes t ,  and zt least 20 subjects 
would need to be investigated. 
Again, one of rhe l ights wmld be 
Automatic anal3-sis 
This can readily 
Then a n  automatic X-Y 
- L o  The desire  position o f the  eye spot would be always 110 s n  
These inaccuracies 
The need fo r  this automatic X-Y 
More than IC03 hours of programming time 
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i s  required for this and related research in the Center f o r  Cognitive Studies. 
This v.-ork has now- been completed. 
c. Prolonged seeing and the detection of texture changes. 
Standard visual patterns can now be generated by computer methods. 
It is, therefore, quite straightforward to produce a ser ies  of visual textures 
which occasionally vary rather more than usual. 
subtle texture differences m a y  be of great importance to the astronaut 
travelling at 80 miles per second in orbit around the moon. For  example, 
he m a y  have to  cancel one of several suggested landing a reas  from the list 
of possible a reas  by visual judgments of this kind. 
able experience of these computer generated textures and has a projection 
equipment to  change these quickly.‘ Therefore i t  seems vital to discover 
whether lack of oxygen impairs the subjective judgment in detecting slight 
variations in textures by visual methods. 
whether this is an intermittent impairment. For example, the judgment 
t ime in comparing patterns may occasionally be much longer than usual 
and the number of such occasions may increase with prolonged work even 
during half-hour spells. 
The visual detection of 
Dr. Pickett has consider- 
* 
It is important again to know 
W e  are a lso  studying the detection of contours and beacons in simu- 
The detection of contours formed by disjunctive shifts in the lated terrain.  
statist ical  s t ructure  of simulated te r ra in  can be studied a s  a function of 
the degree of contrast in the structure. 
generated by a computer and automatically drawn by a n  electronic device 
For this purpose artificial patterns 
* 
“See Fig 3 .  
MARKOV TEXTURE 
Fig.  4. Markov t ex tu re  
Dots a r e  ass igned  to  the rows of a squa re  ma t r ix  accord ing  to  a 
2-s t a t e  Markov p rocess .  
Markov process ,  a d iscr iminable  shift  in the tex ture  of the dot matrix can 
be seen.  The t r ans i t i on  probabi l i ty  could be shif ted continuously t o  c r e a t e  
a t ex tu re  grad ien t ,  o r  disjunctively as  in the p re sen t  example.  
By shifting the t rans i t ion  probabi l i ty  of the 
DOT DENSITY TEXTURE 
Fig. 5. Dot densi ty  texture  
Dots a r e  randomly assigned to  the ce l l s  of a s q u a r e  matrix. Dot 
probabili ty c a n  be continuously var ied  over  the ma t r ix  t o  c rea t e  grad ien ts  
of dot densi ty ,  o r  it can  be shifted disjunctively as in t he  example t o  c r e a t e  
a subregion of contrasting dot density. 
subregions can  a l s o  be controlled.  
The number ,  s i z e  and shape  of s u c h  
16. 
have been developed and produced in  quantity. Such displays can take on 
the appearance of te r ra in  seen from high altitude particularly if defocused. 
Since the contrast can be precisely specified and systematically manipulated 
in a number of ways, a new area of contour perception can be studied. 
This area  of study has not only practical implications but theoretical ones 
as well. 
formed by shifting statist ical  structure. 
Figures 4 and 5 provide some dramatic  examples of cmtours  
The study of beacon detection also employs simulated te r ra in  
displays. In these studies a point of light, the brightness of which can be 
controlled, is presented in an unknown location in the simulated t e r r a in  
background. 
de te cti can be studied. Speed of detection, consistency of 
attention (Z00king without seeing) and patterns of eye scan can be studied. 
The findings from studies of beacon detection a r e  expected t o  contribute 
The effects of variations in the statistics of the te r ra in  on the 
t o  an  understanding of how qualities of terrain,  like roughness, may affect 
the search for targets. 
3.  Rules Recognition 
a. Rules recognition for patterns and textures. 
The most  important starting point in studies of rules recognition is 
the extent to  which subjects can categorize visual information. Proposed 
is a continued effort  a t  studying man's ability to identify the statist ical  
s t ructure  of very complex visual patterns. This work has a dual purpose 
(1) t o  develop sensitive perceptual tes ts  of general intellectual functioning 
RANDOM TREE 
Fig. 7.  Random t r e e  
Here  a " t ree"  bas been crea ted  by  overlapping a se t  of random 
walks with a common origin.  
among other  ' charac te r i s t ics ,  the thickness of the  " t runk,  I '  and the number 
of "branches and  twigs. I '  
s ince  branches a r e  allowed to  c r o s s .  
e a s i e r  t o  specify,  but perhaps  m o r e  difficult to gene ra t e .  
Constraints on the walk can de termine ,  
In th i s  example the t r e e  i s  th ree  -dimensional  
A two-dimensional  t r e e  might  he 
RANDOM LINE SEGMENTS 
Fig.  6.  Random line segments  
A st raw-l ike pat tern can be c r e a t e d  by randomly laying down a 
l a rge  number of shor t  line segments .  
is de te rmined  by a s imple  random p r o c e s s .  
both normal ly  dis t r ibuted.  
the two samples .  
In the present  case the line location 
Line or ientat ion and length a r e  
Variance of or ientat ion has been shifted between 
All other p a r a m e t e r s  were  held constant.  
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7.inder variztiozs in  environmental s t r e s s  and (2) t o  study man's ability to 
sense statist ical  variations in te r ra in  viewed f rom high altitude. The 
displays shown above plus other types currently being developed (see 
Figures 6 and 7) could be used to  study the more  general perception of 
statist ical  structure.  In all cases the statist ical  s t ructure  of the displays 
can be specified in  a variety of ways and systematically manipulated, p e r -  
mitting psychophysical studies of t e r r a in  or more  general structural  
perception . 
b. Rules recognition for se r ia l  patterns.  
The general approach of this phase of the research  program has  
been expanded f rom s5mple rule recognition to  the more  general problem 
of complex information processing, although still including the use and 
recognition of rules as a primary feature. 
techniques have be en developed. 
During the first year four basic  
The first of these employed projected letter sequences developed by 
Simon and Kotovsky. (cf. Psychol. Rev. Vol 70:534-546, 1963) The 
sequences were viewed under three experimental conditions: unlimited time, 
speed s t r e s s ,  and with the projected sequence blurred. While solving the 
problem, 10-second duration Polaroid photographs were taken by the Eye 
Camera  of the subject's eye positions. 
In general, the results show that in solving problems under the kind 
of mild s t r e s s  used, the average subject tends t o  spend l e s s  time scanning 
and, perhaps, hypothe sis-testing, and more  t ime extracting information 
e 
a 
. r 
F i g  8 - Equipment to  Study Peripheral  Detection 
~~~ ~ 
f r o m  each detail of what is seen. 
becomes narrowed and the mode of processing information becomes 
more systematic. 
is heightened attention to  detail. 
That is, a subject's field of attention 
e 
With slight blurring and with mild speed s t r e s s ,  there 
This work demonstrates the feasibility 
of the method and is ready fo r  testing in the altitude chamber. 
A second experiment is directed toward the way subjects use 
, 
coding rules  to reduce information and thereby identify pattern 
of rules  may be thought of as the application of an information coding or 
classifying system to the reduction of stimulus uncertainty. It is antici- 
1 
, 
pated that under environmental s t r e s s  it can be determined whether the 
breakdown in ability lies in  using the coding rule o r  in the actual identi- 
fication of the patterns. To achieve this, the subject first learns  two sets 
a of patterns similar to those used in the task. He then views patterns of 
lights which have been classified into four numerical groupings. There 
a r e  two rows of six lights each, of which the end lights in each row a r e  
code lights. The patterns a r e  the sixteen possible ones employing four of 
the middle eight lights at a time. Patterns of lights a r e  flashed once in 
sequence for the subject to determine the group to  which the pattern 
belongs. There a r e  three experimental groups of subjects, each group 
viewing the sequences a t  a different rate. Each group views the patterns 
containing a l l  six lights. He then views with five lights, having omitted 
one of the code lights, with both code lights omitted having only the pattern, 
and with one of the pattern lights missing as well as  the code lights. 
* 
See Fig 8. 
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It i s  expected. then, by analyzing the percentage of e r r o r  and the 
respoEse time in the conditions to determine an effect of mild s t r e s s  in  
the reduction of information by the coding process .  
of the subject to identify is of less  interest  than the effect of s t r e s s  on 
ability to  use identifying systems or  codes. 
The absolute ability 
The third task permits the separate  analysis of whether the loss of 
ability in a stimulus-response task is due to  a loss  in stimulus or input 
processing o r  to  a loss  in response o r  output processing. 
Three lights a r e  arranged in se r i e s  before the subject who is 
instructed t o  respond to  the middle light with one button and the outside 
two lights with the other. 
is then recorded. 
flashes for a given light m a y  be varied tostudy the stimulus-response 
process  by separate  analysis. 
The reaction time of the subject and his response 
The experiment is designed s o  that the percentage of 
In the present experiment the lights are programmed to appear in  
t e r m s  of percentages and presented in  patterned and in  random order.  
four groups of subjects, the lights a r e  programmed to  appear with pattern 
t r ia ls ,  random tr ia ls ,  and again t r ia l s  of the pattern. The percentages 
For  
v a r y  with the patterns for  each group. 
with random trials of one percentage, followed by t r ia l s  of another per -  
centage and return to the original t r ia ls .  
Fo r  the fifth group the lights appear 
By varying the percentages it is expected that a complete analysis 
of t he  stimulus-response problem is possible. Further ,  a breakdown is 
expected in the processing of information by the change of pattern and 
percentage. Under stress, this would be expected to show definite effects, 
V. Emphasis during Second Year 
This work under the general supervision of Professor  Ross McFarlaad 
and Dr. Norman Mackworth is being directed on the two main topics of 
1. Peripheral Seeing, 
2. Prolonged Seeing. 
The following account of the arrangements will make it clear how 
the investigations have been concentrated mostly on these topics. The 
additional emphasis on the abnormal environmental conditions has a l s o  
been outlined, especially in connection with the effects of unusual working 
conditions on prolonged seeing. 
1. Peripheral  Seeing 
The lack of oxygen work on searching moon patterns is being com- 
pleted as also are investigations of visual search amongst fine details 
despite lack of oxygen. The intention then is to pursue similar studies in 
the bigh atmospheric temperature situation. 
being un.brtaken by Mr. Gruber with advice f rom Dr. Norman Mackworth. 
The testing for this work is 
. i. 
2. Prolonged Seeing 
The researches and the prolonged seeing of flashing lights is being 
undertaken by Dr. Jane Mackworth on a no cost basis. In this she will 
have the assistance of Mr. Gruber. 
21. 
3. Rules Recognition 
Dr, Pickett will continue to guide the work on rules recognition 
for patterns and textures with fvfrs. R&in on the actual testing- 
The secretarial, report writing and coordination of subject 
arrangements, is being undertaken as during the first year by M r s  . Tinsley. 
22. 
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a Armendix on Technical ProcedGres 
I. Recording of Eye Tracks 
a. Stand Eye Camera 
The stand eye camera  can s im lltaneously record the visual 
display on the vertical  screen and the eye reflection created by the 
light source. 1) the 
television closed circuit camera which provides a TV monitor picture 
These composite records can take three forms: 
which serves  a s  a large view-finder for calibration and a l so  for photo- 
graphic records by 2) a Polaroid Camera; simultaneously, 3) lbnrm 
Bolex movie camera can take cantinuous motion pictures. 
b. Head Camera 
A head-mounted form of the eye camera equipment is shown in 
Figure 3. This creates a beam of light which is reflected from the 
cornea of the right eye, and the resulting highlight is conveyed by a 
f iber  optics cable to a mixing device so that the scene picture coming 
f ro= the second fiber optics cable can be combined and shown on the 
small TV monitor screen. 
view-finder, and 16 mm motion pictures can also be taken at the same 
time. 
Again, this can be viewed directly as a large 
c. X-Y Automatic Analyzer 
The 16mm film records f rom either eye camera and can be pro- 
jected on to  the X-Y automatic analyzer in  the Harvard Center for  
Cognitive Studies. This autpmatically regis ters  the position of the gaze 
23 .  
on a 1 5 x  15 matr ix  so that a picture 10x10 inches can be divided into 
225 small squares, 0 . 5 ~ 0 .  6 inches. The presence of the eye marker 
in this matr ix  is determined sixty t imes a second and its X - Y  coordi- 
nates recarded in  digital fo rm on magnetic tape. An elaborate program 
is necessary to  analyye this series of coordinates automatically by the 
PDP-4 digital computer. The program will, however, greatly simplify 
I 
the analysis of quantities of data. For example, the device will then 
provide tables or graphs of data such as the frequency of visual fixations 
in  the various a r e a s  of a scene, the length of visual step and the direction 
of eye movements. Many other combinations of these yardsticks can also 
.- be selected. The result  is that many other special analyses can be 
undertaken automatically by additional programs to  rear range the facts 
i n  this initial data bank. 
11. Projection Equipments for Visual Displays 
Several standard presentation devices a r e  in use such as a n  
ordinary tachistoscope and a presentation drum which revolves the visual 
mater ia l  behind a horizontal slot. A somewhat unusual feature of the 
ent is that i t  is attached to a n  optical programmer which 
automatically records when the subject should have made a response. The 
flexibility and simplicity with which this 35 mm film program can be 
changed makes this equipment. constructed by Space Mechanisms, Inc., 
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, a useful general laboratory tool.' 
c 
*See Fig 2 -bottom. 
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The visual perception of random texture i s  being studied in a 
Pictures a r e  generated b y  computer se r ies  of psychophysical tests. 
directly onto 35 rnm films and prepared for individual slide projection. 
From slide t o  slide, the characteristics of the picture a r e  varied in 
systematic ways, and the observer is asked to classify the pictures 
along some subjective dimension. 
a dimension of roughness. 
of "medium roughness" then asked to classify the tes t  se r ies  as "rougher" 
o r  "smoother" than the cri teria.  The speed and accuracy of his responses 
a r e  examined as functions of the systematic variations made in the 
pictures.  
For example, they can be varied along 
The observer can be shown a ser ies  of slides 
Automatic presentation of displays, feedback and response re  cord- 
ing is necessary to permit a n  efficient psychophysical test. 
effort has ,  therefore been directed toward the use of automatic equip- 
ment,  and a slide projector with large capacity magazines i s  employed. 
Appropriate switching circuits have been developed so that when the 
slide is projected its precoded stimulus class  determines the branch of 
a tree leading to  clock and counter for that stimulus class. A gate is 
Considerable 
also opened to  a logic circuit for comparing the observer 's  response to  
the "right" response for that class. 
appropriate clock is started. When the observer responds his answer 
is  automatically scored. His cumulative response time and his cumulative 
cor rec t  response score  a r e  updated at each response and displayed to him 
for  motivational purposes. 
When the slide is projected the 
25. 
IU. h a l y s i s  of prolonged and peripheral seeing of flashing lights 
The Canadian Defence Research Board constructed some new 
equipment which has been copied for these NASA investigations. This vigi- 
lance pulse generator (shuwn in Figure 2 )  is a flashing light pulse activator 
* 
specially developed fo r  use in visual detection intensity experiments. The 
equipment controls the ON and OFF periods and the repetition rate of two 
simultaneous flashing neon bulbs. The flash repetition period can be varied 
f rom 0.15 to 2. 5 seconds, and the duration between 0.08 and 0.05 seconds. 
A circuit is included where one neon will flash a t  a slightly lower increment 
of brightness than the other; one of seven different levels can be chosen. 
The 35mm film programmers mentioned above select  the moment a t  which 
the peripheral light of the pair of lights becomes slightly dimmer than the 
central  light. The subject presses  a response key which can therefore 
a 
record  when he has detected one of these unusual signals. 
A new piece of equipment has been built for  the study of the effects 
of environmental and other s t resses  on pursuit tracking, peripheral detec- 
tion, attention and decision making (for example, rules  recognition). 
Because of the combining of the two tasks,  it can be used to  study the process  
by which subjects compensate for fatigue and s t r e s s  by reducing the field 
of concentration. 
- 
The experimental situation is one which presents the subject with 
a primary central  task and a peripheral task which must be performed 
simultaneously. The central task, as presently used, consists of a se r i e s  
*See Fig  2 - top. 
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of lights and sensitive correspondmg contact points. 
grammed in a predetermined manner by an external p r o g r a m i n g  unit. 
The subject's output is fed through a system which performs the following 
two functions: 
external p r o g r a m i n g  unit in such a way that the rate at which the lights 
a r e  programmed increases  o r  decreases at the rate  at which the subject 's 
tapping speed increases or  decreases.  
this feedback rate .  Although lights and tapping a r e  being used, any control- 
display situation can be used instead. 
through an integrating circuit t o  a digital-converting unit and thence to  an 
IBM c a r d  punch. This permits immediate card  punched recordings of the 
Subject's performances measured as tapping ra te  and allows fo r  detailed 
mathematical analysis of his tracking. 
The lights are pro- 
1) The output is fed through a servo which controls the 
The unit provides for  control of 
2 )  The subject 's  tapping ra te  is fed 
The peripheral task consists of six lights, programmed externally, at 
The subject 's task is to six peripheral  positions i n  the subject 's visual field. 
indicate detection of a peripheral  light while carrying on the central tapping 
task.  As the central task becomes more demanding or  as environmental s t r e s s  
is imposed, peripheral  detection becomes impaired. The impairment is shown 
not only in the number of lights detected, but as a greater reduction of the 
m o r e  periphera lights - the funneling effect. 
This apparatus was developed by Warren H. Teichner a t  the University 
of Massachusetts.  A study of the effects on the tapping response and the 
per iphera l  detection of combinations of basic speed and feedback rate has  
27. 
been made, as  well as  a study of the effects of di€€erent kinds of intermittent 
acoustic exposures on t h e s e  responses. Both will. furnish a background of 
valuable data for use in this study, including an autocorrelational analysis 
of the periodicities in in+vidual tapping sequences. 
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